"YOU HAVE ONE LIFE TO LIVE. MAKE IT BEAUTIFUL!"

We vouch for this and it led us to start MOBEL! We had a dream to create a store that gave customers a wide range of quality furniture to help them create better living spaces. It has been a decade long journey and today MOBEL is one of the leading 30 stores in Eastern Reason. We have our own furniture large format retailers of furniture, modular kitchens, furnishings and other interior products with a chain of manufacturing unit where we are equipped with high end Italian and German machines producing high quality furniture items for homes and offices. We have more than 3000 designs in a wide range of products including beds, wardrobes, dressers, complete bedroom sets, dining table sets, sofa sets, bar furniture, shoe racks, study tables, office seating, executive desks, cabinets and more.
DUBLIN SOFA SET
(YS-Y-L532 L-Shape Sofa)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette.

H- 57” x L- 6’9” x D- 35”

MRP – 37,666/- Offer Price – 30,149/-

20%
DUBLIN-2 SOFA SET
(YS-YL04 L- Shape Sofa)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette.

H- 57” x L- 6’9” x D- 35”

M R P – 49,900/-  Offer Price – 32,435/-

35%
SM-PHUKET SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater + 1 Seater + Side Table)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

M R P – 60,844/- Offer Price – 42,591/-

H- 28.5” x L- 5’11” x D- 28”

www.mobelhomestore.com
YS-X-L-2017 HUDSON-2 SOFA SET
(L-Shape Sofa)
Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

H- 33” x L- 4’8” x D- 24”

M R P – 69,200/- Offer Price – 44,980/-
VR-139 (c) SOFA SET
(L- Shape Sofa)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

H- 2’9” x L- 5’2” x D- 2’3”

MRP – 72,828/- Offer Price – 58,263/-
PV-DESIRE XL SOFA SET
(L-Shape Sofa available in Black & Brown Color)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality leathertte

MRP – 73,014/- Offer Price – 43,808/-

40%
VR-138 (c) SOFA SET
(L- Shape Sofa)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

M R P – 76,055/-
Offer Price – 60,844/-

20%
Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel. It’s crafted with solid wood frame, spring and belt structure with high quality textured fabric. 

VR-112 (c) SOFA SET (L-Shape Sofa)

MRP – 76,516/- Offer Price – 61,213/- 20%
VR-111 (c) SOFA SET  
(L- Shape Sofa)  

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Fabric.

**H- 28.75” x L- 8’13” x D- 28”**

- **MRP – 76,977/-**  
  **Offer Price – 61,581/-**

20%
VR-140 (c) SOFA SET
(L- Shape Sofa)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

MRP – 84,813/- Offer Price – 67,850/-

20%
UM-AT/DF-S978 (b) SOFA SET
(L-Shape Sofa)
Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

M R P – 96,797/- Offer Price – 77,438/-

H- 27” x L- 8’14” x D- 26”

20%
BK-AURA SOFA SET
(3 Seater + Diwan + Pouffe)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

MRP – 1,35,000/-  Offer Price – 81,000/-

40%
VR-113 (b) SOFA SET
(L- Shape Sofa)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Fabric.

MRP – 1,42,891/- Offer Price – 1,14,313/-

20%

H- 28” x L- 10’15” x D- 28”
VR-142 (b) SOFA SET  
(L-Shape Sofa)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel. It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Fabric.

MRP – 1,47,500/-  Offer Price – 1,10,625/-  
25%
VR-132 (b) SOFA SET
(L-Shape Sofa)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Fabric.

M R P – 1,53,492/- Offer Price – 1,22,794/-

20%

H- 28.5” x L- 10’11” x D- 24.5”
VR-115 (b) SOFA SET  
(L- Shape Sofa)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Fabric.

**MRP – 1,60,867/- **
**Offer Price – 1,28,694/-**

H- 26.5” x L- 18’16” x D- 26”

www.mobelhomestore.com
PV-ARISTO SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 1 Seater + 1 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette.

MRP – 59,993/- Offer Price – 41,995/-

30%
PV-MONACO SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 1 Seater + 1 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

MRP – 69,000/- Offer Price – 41,400/-

40%
JM EVA CHARCOAL SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette.

MRP – 79,000/-  Offer Price – 47,400/-

(3str) H-32” x L- 5’9” x D- 32”
(2Str) H-32” x L- 4’4” x D-32”
JM MOANA SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette.

**MRP** – 71,000/- **Offer Price** – 49,700/-

30%
JM-COOPER MILKY SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette.

M R P – 77,438/- Offer Price – 54,206/-

(3str) H-34” x L- 5’11” x D- 34”
(2Str) H-34” x L- 4’5” x D-34”
(1Str) H-34” x L- 2’11” x D-34”

30%
Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette.

**BK-DURA SOFA SET**  
(3 Seater + 1 Seater + 1 Seater)

**MRP** – `82,891/-  
**Offer Price** – `57,973/-  
**30%**
VR-114 (c) SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 1 Seater + 1 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

MRP – 76,055/- Offer Price – 60,844/-

20%
PARIS-2 SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater + 1 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette.

MRP – 92,188/- Offer Price – 64,531/-

30%
VR-122 (b) SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 1 Seater + 1 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette

M R P – 97,719/- Offer Price – 78,175/-

20%
YG-9924N LUCCA SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

M R P – 1,01,108/-  Offer Price – 74,276/-

(3str) H-35” x L- 76” x D- 36”
(2Str) H-35” x L- 59” x D-36”

www.mobelhomestore.com
JM-CHICAGO (KD) SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater + 1 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Textured Fabric.

M R P – 1,18,277/-
Offer Price – 82,794/-

(3str) H-37” x L- 6’8” x D- 35”
(2Str) H-37” x L- 5’ x D-35”
(1Str) H-37” x L- 3’4” x D-35”

30%
JM-HAMPTON SOFA SET
(L-Shape Sofa)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with high-density foam, and polyester fiber.

H-37” x L- 6’ x D- 36”

MRP – 1,40,000/- Offer Price – 84,000/-

40%
LJF-878 RENNES SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater + 1 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette

M R P – 1,58,500/- Offer Price – 95,100/-

40%
JM-NEWTON SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater + 1 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with high-density foam, and polyester fiber.

MRP – 1,97,500/- Offer Price – 1,18,500/-

(3str) H-36” x L- 6’9” x D- 35”
(2Str) H-36” x L- 5’5” x D-35”
(1Str) H-36” x L- 3’7” x D-35”

40%
JM ROYAL SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with High Quality Leatherette.

MRP – 2,06,000/-  Offer Price – 1,44,200/-

30%
JM-GHABANA SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater + 1 Seater)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, Spring and Belt Structure with high-density foam, and polyester fiber.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>MRP</th>
<th>Offer Price</th>
<th>Discount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(3str) H-37” x L- 6’10” x D- 36”</td>
<td>2,51,600/-</td>
<td>1,50,960/-</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2Str) H-37” x L- 5’2” x D-36”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1Str) H-37” x L- 3’6” x D-36”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

www.mobelhomestore.com
BK-IMPERIAL SOFA SET
(3 Seater + 2 Seater + 2 Seater + Center table + Setty)

Choose from the huge collection of elegant sofa sets from Mobel It’s Crafted with Solid Wood Frame, with High Quality Textured Fabric.

M R P  –  2,94,464/-  Offer Price – 2,06,125/-

30%
YS-SB1001 BREEZE-2 SOFA CUM BED

Give a classical touch to your room décor. Built with metal and high quality Fabric.

MRP – 20,900/-  Offer Price – 16,720/-

20%
YS-Q8802 IVY SOFA CUM BED

Give a classical touch to your room décor. Built with metal and high quality leatherette.
FK-8035 ARGON-1 SOFA CUM BED

Give a classical touch to your room décor. Built with metal and high quality Fabric.

H-31" x L- 6’4" x D- 60"

M R P – 49,900/- Offer Price – 29,940/-

30%
ROYAL-C SOFA CUM BED

Give a classical touch to your room décor. Built with Solid wood and high quality Fabric.

MRP – 53,008/- Offer Price – 42,406/-
SM-VINTAGE SOFA CUM BED

Give a classical touch to your room décor. Built with Solid wood and high quality Fabric.

MRP – 55,313/-  Offer Price – 38,719/-  30%
SM-BLIGHTON (b) SOFA CUM BED

Give a classical touch to your room décor. Built with Solid wood and high quality Fabric.

M R P – 59,461/- Offer Price – 35,677/-

40%
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VIENNA (b) SOFA CUM BED

Give a classical touch to your room décor. Built with Solid wood and high quality Fabric.

M R P –  59,461/- Offer Price – 47,596/-

20%
LJF-831L BROOKLYN SOFA CUM BED

Give a classical touch to your room décor. Built with Solid wood and high quality leatherette.

**M R P** – 76,516/- **Offer Price** – 53,561/-

40%
SM-ADELAIDE (b) SOFA CUM BED

Give a classical touch to your room décor. Built with Solid woodl and high quality Fabric.

MRP – 90,805/-  Offer Price – 54,483/-
WESTBENGAL

Homeland Mall, Kolkata
4th Floor, 18 B, Ashutosh Mukherjee Road, Bhawanipore, Kolkata-700 020
Phone - 9681 213 233

Baguihi, VIP, Kolkata
3rd Floor, 52/6 Parvati Resort, VIP Road, Baguihi,
Above Vishal Mega mart,
Kolkata-700 059
Phone - 8100 759 799

Madhyagram, Kolkata
1st Floor, Pranijit Plaza,
361/25/3 Jessore Road,
Near Choumachi, Kolkata-700 129
Phone - 8820 233 233

Sodepur, Kolkata
27/A, B.T. Road, Sodepur,
Kolkata-700 114, Above City Life
Phone - 9831 233 233

Baruipur, Kolkata
Baruipur Poddopukur, Salepur More,
Opposite Baruipur Barasat Bus Stand or
Beside Overseas Bank,
Kolkata-700 144
Phone - 9100 811 811

Narendrapur, Kolkata
Wood Square Mall, 3rd Floor,
Above Big Bazaar, 169 N. S. Road,
Narendrapur - 700 103
Phone - 9101 64 64 64

Serampore (Furniture World)
1st Floor, 636 G.T. Road,
Near Kolkata Fly over, Serampore,
Hooghly - 712201
Phone - 8820 799 799

Asansol
Franchisee Sawariya Furniture
3rd Floor, Galaxy Mall, Burnpur Road,
Chitrakore, Asansol-713304
Phone - 9608 222 444

Raniganj
Gourhar Apartment, 1st Floor,
N.S.B. Road, Opposite HDFC Bank,
Near Asoka Petrol Pump,
Raniganj - 713 347
Phone - 8100 455 455

Kharagpur
Franchisee by Kamal Store,
H. No. 540/324/1, Circle No. 3,
O. T. Road, Inda,
Land Mark Near Reliance Pump,
Post Kharagpur-721305
Phone - 8101 35 35 35

Contai
Franchisee Manna Citi Complex,
Kharagpur Bypass,
Near Sovan Bajaj, Contai - 721401
Phone - 9681 222 444

Tamluk
Bar Padumbasan, P.O. + R.S.-Tamluk,
Dist: Purba Medinipur, Pin-721656
Phone - 9681 222 444

Berhamore
Express Bazaar, National Highway,
Berhamore, Mohana Bus Stand,
Berhamore-742101, Murshidabad
Phone - 9681 600 900

Krishnanagar
1st Floor, Above Sagar Tractors,
Bhatangala, Krishnanagar,
Nadia, West Bengal - 741102
Phone - 97323 35352

Basirhat
Main Bazar, Near Das Auto,
Basirhat - 743112
Phone - 8509 700 700

Maidas
12/91 Rabindra Avenue,
Maidas, Near Darjeeling Tea House,
Pin-732101
Phone - 8509 890 000

Silliguri
Franchisee Sri Salasar Interiors,
3rd Floor, Roop Tower, Sevoke Road,
2/2 Mile Silliguri - 734008,
Near Cosmos Mall
Phone - 81008 50600

BIHAR

Muzaffarpur
Franchisee-Sree Lakshmi Enterprise,
Choti Kalyani Chowk, Amr Cinema Road,
Muzaffarpur-842001
Phone - 73060 10008

ORISSA

Bhubaneswar
Laxmiser
Mobel Furniture, Krishna Buildmart,
Okilbag, Cuttack Road, Laxmisagar,
Bhubaneswar - 751006
Phone - 9832 600 700

Raghunathpur
Franchisee: M M Lavish Lifestyles,
Plot no - 329, Raghunathpur,
Nandankanan Road,
Bhubaneswar - 751024
Phone - 98341 57777

Balasore
3rd Floor, V.N. Marg,
Opposite Old State Bank, Balasore,
Pin Code - 756001
Phone - 8260 800 800

Rourkela
Franchisee Home World
Backside Style Bazaar, Krishna Plaza,
Kathiyar Road, Rourkela - 769012
Phone - 9832 600 700

ASSAM

Guwahati
G. S Road, Opp Green Wood Resort
Khanapura (Near Meghalaya police Station)
Them Marwet, R.t-bhol Meghalaya - 793102
Phone - 82310 1111

JHARKHAND

Deoghar
Chitrakali Interiors, Sailwala Road,
Near Bhagwan Talkies,
Deoghar - 814112
Phone - 9608 355 355

Hazaribagh
Jawahar Complex, Gowan Toll Chowk,
Hazaribagh - 825 301
Phone - 8431 999 333

Dhanbad
1st Floor, City Center Mall,
Luby Circular Road, Dhanbad,
Jharkhand, Pin - 826001
Phone - 8102 700 700

NAGALAND

Dimapur
Franchisee K’s Home Reflection
N. H. 29, Next to Sovima Village Gate,
Dimapur, Nagaland - 797112
Phone - 7085 77546

MANIPUR

Imphal
Franchisee by Stupendous Interior,
Kwakithel Lamdong Loikai,
Airport Road Near Imphal College,
Pin Code - 795001
Phone - 9863 222 444

MIZORAM

Aizawl
LENA
Bawngkawn, Saiarang Road,
Near YMA Hall, Pincode - 796014
Phone - 84680 01234
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